We explore how inherent flexibility of a protein molecule influences the mechanism controlling the kinetics of allosteric transitions using a variational model inspired from work in protein folding.
INTRODUCTION
To understand protein function, it is often essential to characterize large conformational changes that occur upon ligand binding. Within the population-shift mechanism of allosteric conformational change, 1 the bound complex is formed when a ligand selects and stabilizes a weakly populated conformational ensemble from the kinetically accessible states of the unbound folded protein. Consequently, the kinetics of large scale conformational transitions between two meta-stable states are determined largely by the inherent conformational dynamics within the folded state free energy basin. Such conformational dynamics imply an inherent flexibility or "intrinsic plasticity" of the folded state. In this paper, we focus on how this inherent flexibility of a protein molecule influences the mechanism controlling the kinetics of allosteric transitions. There are a couple of possible scenarios for the transition mechanism in terms of changes in conformational flexibility. One possibility is that the flexibility adjusts smoothly to the conformation deformation between two specific metastable states in the free energy surface. In this case, the inherent flexibility of the protein remains relatively constant if the meta-stable states have similar flexibilities or else changes smoothly between the flexibilities of the meta-stable states if the flexibilities are different.
Another possible mechanism, called "cracking", 2 has recently been proposed as an alternative mechanism that may be important in some conformational transitions. In terms of conformational flexibility, cracking involves non-monotonic changes in flexibility along the transitions route. In particular, the flexibility of specific regions of the protein may transiently increase through local unfolding. As explained in Ref. 2 , local unfolding can relieve specific areas of high stress during conformational deformations that would result in high free energy barriers if the protein remained uniformly folded throughout the transition.
In the model developed to explore this idea, cracking is introduced directly into the formalism as means to incorporate nonlinear elasticity in an otherwise harmonic description of conformational fluctuations (i.e., normal modes). implications, the results presented in this paper are interesting from the point of view of understanding the well-known and intensely studied thermodynamic differences between the two domains of CaM.
6,7
Our approach is based on a coarse-grained variational model previously developed to characterize protein folding. 8 This model is in harmony with several recent coarse-grained simulations based on a folded-state biased interaction potential that interpolates between the contact maps of the meta-stable states. 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 Interestingly some of these recently
proposed coarse-grained model for protein conformational transition can also capture the cracking or local partial unfolding during transition 10, 12, 13 . In this paper we compare the The open and closed state of each domain is shown in Fig. 1(a-b) . We find that although the nCaM and cCaM have similar structures, the calculated transition routes predict that the cracking is essential only in cCaM. It is well established that the two domains differ in flexibility as well as binding affinity for Ca 2+ . 6,7 These properties are not determined by topology (since they are the same) but ultimately by more subtle structural differences encoded in the sequence of the two domains. Our results suggest that nCaM is flexible enough that cracking is not necessary to relieve stress during the conformational change, while the cCaM is relatively rigid so that cracking is involved in essentially the same conformational change.
In addition, we investigate the conflicting Ca 2+ binding mechanism in the "odd-even" and "even-odd" paired EF-hands between the two domains of CaM [shown in Fig. 1(c) ]. Our study indicates that the highly flexible central linker region locally unfolds before folding into a stable α-helix. Our predicted transition mechanism rationalizes the sequential Ca
2+
binding in CaM2/3. 15 in terms of the differences in conformational flexibility of Ca 2+ -binding loops in CaM2/3. Finally, we address how our comparative study of conformational transitions in "odd-even" and "even-odd" paired EF-hands reveals the interplay between intrinsic plasticity, target binding affinity, and function of CaM. residues with a conserved Glutamate (Glu) residue in the 4 th position of the loops. In Fig. 4 we show Glu23 and Glu59 from binding loops I and II of nCaM, respectively. Also, Glu96
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and Glu132 from binding loops III and IV of cCaM, respectively. In Fig. 4 , we also included the Glycine (Gly) and Aspartic (Asp) residues from the helix-linker at position 45 and 118
of the nCaM and cCaM, respectively. [Note that all these six residues show sharp peaks in Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 3(b) , respectively. Fig. 3(b) illustrates the conformational transition of cCaM in terms of ∆ρ i for each residue. As shown in Fig. 3(b) , the model predicts that the structural change in binding loop II occurs earlier than binding loop III during the domain opening of cCaM. [See the sharp change in color near residue number 130 in Fig. 3(b) ]. Also, helix G has an earlier conformational transition than helix F (Fig. 3(b) ). This sequence is quite different from nCaM as shown has been shown recently to have distinct transition characteristics from the "odd-even" EF-hands paired nCaM and cCaM. 15 NMR spectroscopy has shown that Ca 2+ -free (apo) CaM2/3 does not have a stable folded structure but rather shows characteristics of a molten globule state. Ca 2+ binding induces the folding of this "even-odd" paired EF-hand motifs CaM2/3 and the Ca 2+ -bound (holo) CaM2/3 adopts a similar structure as holo-nCaM or cCaM (see PDB ID 2hf5). 15 In contrast to the Ca 2+ -CaM (holo-CaM) structure, the Ca 2+ -CaM2/3 structure does not have a stable helix in the central linker region. In our model, we study the two meta-stable conformations, apo-CaM2/3 and holo-CaM2/3 were taken directly from the folded apo-CaM (PDB ID 1cfd) and holo-CaM (PDB ID 1cll) respectively.
Here, we focus mainly on the conformational flexibility and transition of the central linker to a stable α-helix. This central linker of CaM was also previously studied by MD simulation. The variational model presented in this paper agrees with the emphasis on differences in inherent flexibility of the two domains to understand their distinct physical characteristics and the complexity in the conformational transition mechanism. 21 Our results also agree with a MD simulation study 31 which has shown that the nCaM is inherently more flexible with lower binding affinity than the cCaM. The more open conformation and lower intrinsic flexibility of the cCaM is also probably the key to understanding initial binding between this domain and CaM's target enzymes.
31,32
The variational model presented in this paper predicts that the different inherent flexi- A recent NMR experiment studied the EF-hand association affects on the structure, Ca 2+ affinity, and cooperativity of CaM. 15 The EF-hands in CaM domains are "odd-even" paired with EF-hands 1 and 2 in nCaM and EF-hands 3 and 4 in cCaM. This arrangement of EF-hands in CaM is thought to be a consequence of its evolution from a biologically related ancestor EF-hand by gene duplication. 33 The "even-odd" pairing of EF-hands 2 and 3 (CaM2/3) ( Fig. 1(c) In contrast to the high affinity and positive cooperativity for Ca 2+ binding in the two "oddeven" paired EF-hand domains of CaM, the CaM2/3 binds Ca 2+ in a sequence. First in the high-affinity EF-hand 3 and then in the EF-hand 2 with much lower affinity. 15 Although not a direct focus of our paper, we also note that a peptide binding to CaM2/3 has also been characterized recently by McIntosh and co-workers. 35 It was found that CaM2/3 adopts Ca 2+ -bound structure with peptide binding very much similar to those of nCaM or cCaM.
These observations reflect the very high plasticity of the EF-hand association and mediate Fig. 1(a) ), respectively, whereas helices E/F and G/H in cCaM ( Fig. 1(b) ) form EF-hands 3 and 4, respectively. The fragment CaM2/3 contains EF-hands 2 and 3 with helices C/D and E/F (Fig. 1(c) ), respectively. The conformational transition in cCaM is modeled from the residues 76-147 of apo-CaM (PDB ID 1cfd) 37 and holo-CaM (PDB ID 1cll) 36 
where T is the temperature and k B is Boltzmann's constant. Here, H chain is a harmonic potential that enforces chain connectivity of a freely rotating polymer with mean bond length a = 3.8Å, 38 and mean valance angle cos θ = 0.8. 
Here, we have introduced another set of N variational parameters, {α i } ( ranging between 0 and 1), that specify the backbone positions as an interpolation between the apo-CaM and holo-CaM conformations, {r Napo i } and {r
}, respectively. The probability for a particular configurational ensemble specified by the variational parameters {C i , α i } at temperature T is given by the variational free energy F ({C}, {α}) = E({C}, {α}) − T S({C}, {α}). Here, S({C}, {α}) is the entropy loss due to the localization of the residues around the mean positions {r i (α i )}. The energy is determined by the two-body interactions between distant residues E({C}, {α}) = [i,j] ǫ ij u ij , where u ij is the average of the pair potential u(r ij ) over H 0 , 38 and ǫ ij is the strength of a fully formed contact between residues i and j given by Miyazawa-Jernigan interaction parameters. 40 The sum is restricted to a set of contacts [i, j] determined by pairs of residues in the proximity in each of the meta-stable conformations. 16 Each meta-stable conformation has a distinct but overlapping set of contacts
is the union of these sets of contacts. In this model, the interaction energy for contacts that occur exclusively in only one meta-stable structure is given
This two-state model provides an interpolation at the individual contact level of the interaction energy determined by the two meta-stable conformations and is similar to some other native state biased potentials describing conformational transitions.
10,11,12
Analysis of the free energy surface parameterized by {C, α} follows the program developed to describe folding: 38 the mechanism controlling the kinetics of the transitions is determined by the ensemble of structures characterized by the monomer density at the saddlepoints of the free energy. At this point, we simplify our model and restrict the interpolation parameter α i to be the same for all residues, α i = α 0 . 41 With this simplification, the numerical problem of finding saddle-points with respect to {C, α} simplifies to minimizing the free energy }. In particular, it is convenient to characterize the relative similarity to the apo structure along the transition route through the normalized measure
where ρ apo i (α 0 ) is the monomer density of the i th residue with respect to the apo conformation described by {r Napo i } 16 . Similarly, we represent the relative structural similarity to the holo conformation as
where ρ holo i (α 0 ) is the monomer density of the i th residue with respect to the holo conformation described by {r
}. In the holo state, ρ i apo (0) = 0 and ρ i holo (0) = 1, while in the apo state ρ i apo (1) = 1 and ρ i holo (1) = 0. To represent the structural changes more clearly, it is convenient to consider the difference,
for each residue. This difference shifts the relative degree of localization to be between ∆ρ i (1) = 1 and ∆ρ i (0) = −1 corresponding to the apo and holo conformations, respectively. 
